
Thursday 7th January

Happy New Year! 

I hope you all had a lovely Christmas? 

Welcome to Spring term! 

Things have got a little strange again but we will all work together 
to do our best for you all. We look forward to hearing from you on 
our email (yr2@loddonprimaryfederation.co.uk) or through Dojo 
and seeing your fabulous work. Here is your learning for today!

mailto:yr2@loddonprimaryfederation.co.uk


Phonics
Today and tomorrow we will be learning about Contractions.

Contraction is defined as the process of becoming smaller. 

Sometimes we join two words together to make them shorter, we call 
these contractions.

In todays lesson we will learn some rules for using contractions 
correctly.



Phonics
The following are examples of contractions

I’m she’ll wouldn’t

You’re we’ll shouldn’t

We’re they’ll couldn’t

Can you work out which two words have been shortened for each 
contraction?



ANSWERS

I’m – I am she’ll - she will wouldn’t – would not

You’re - you are we’ll – we will shouldn’t – should not

We’re - we are they’ll - they will couldn’t – could not

Can you work out what has happened when the words have been 
contracted together?



A letter has been removed and replaced with 
an apostrophe! 

I’m – I am she’ll - she will wouldn’t – would not

You’re - you are we’ll – we will shouldn’t – should not

We’re - we are they’ll - they will couldn’t – could not



If ‘I’ is one of the words in the 

contraction, the ‘I’ must be a 

capital letter.

When shortening ‘am’ with ‘I’, 

remove the ‘a’ and replace it 

with an apostrophe. 

I am

=

If ‘are’ is one of the words in the contraction, remove the ‘a’ and 

replace it with an apostrophe. 

you are they arewe are

===

Teach and Practice



she’s

=
it’s

=
he’s

=
that’s

=

she is it ishe is that is
If ‘is’ is one of the words in the contraction, remove the ‘i’ and replace it with an apostrophe.

= == =

she is it ishe is that is



Look at the sentences below. Write out the sentences again 

using what you have learnt in todays phonics lesson to make 

four contractions.

Apply

It is Thursday and we are doing our home schooling. We are 

working very hard and our teachers say they are very proud 

of us! 



ANSWERS

It’s Thursday and we’re doing our home schooling. We’re

working very hard and our teachers say they’re very proud of 

us! 



Choose a book to share with someone at home or read quietly to yourself. 

Tell your grown up what your book is about. 

Who are the main characters? 

What has happened so far? 

What do you think is going to happen next? 

Are there any words you need to find meanings for?

Now is when we would usually have assembly and hear guided reading groups. 



(44) Just Dance 4-One Direction :What makes you beautiful -
YouTube

Now its time for a wiggle! 
This is a firm class favorite for wiggle time!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQr79y06poU


Remind yourselves, what the features are of a non 
fiction text.

Have a look at some books from home, can you find 
any non fiction books? 

Point out the features you have or have not found to 
support your answer.

NOTE; Not ALL features may be present in each non 
fiction book.

Literacy – warm up



Literacy - teach
The book for this half term is Ice Bear written by Nicola Davies

Watch and listen to the You Tube link reading of Ice Bear

Ice Bear by Nicola Davies, illustrated 
by Gary Blythe | Storytelling from 
Hamilton Trust - Bing video

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=ice+bear+nicola+davies&&view=detail&mid=9B72123AEE8D134C8DAB9B72123AEE8D134C8DAB&&FORM=VRDGAR


Ice Bear is a non fiction book but it has been written in a story type format. 

Can you think of any other books you may have read that are in this format? You may have some 
on your book shelf at home or some that you have read in school.

Can you remember reading ‘Tigress’ in Year 1? This was also a non fiction book but written in a 
story type format

Literacy - discussion



Literacy - activity

Mrs Smiths opinion;

I would prefer to be a tiger 
because I like warmer weather 
and wouldn’t like to live on the 
Ice like a polar bear. I like tiger 
stripes and how tigers use them 
to camouflage although I think 
polar bears would be able to 
camouflage easier against the 
white snow and ice.

From what you have read / listened to, and what you already 

know, would you rather be a polar bear or a tiger?

Write a short paragraph giving us your answer and explaining 

reasons for your answer.

Don’t forget to use capital letters and full stops in the correct places 

and use conjunctions (e.g. and, because, but) to extend your 

sentences.

Don’t forget to share your amazing work with us to earn Dojo 

points! 



Now is when we would have break time in school.
Get yourself a snack and have a run around the garden



Have a go at playing Fruit Splat Odd 
and Even on Topmarks website. 

Remember

- Even numbers are shared evenly between 2, are in the 2 

times table and end in 0, 2, 4, 6, 8.

- Odd numbers can not be shared evenly between 2 and 

end in 1, 3, 5, 7, 9.

Maths – warm up

Odd Even Fruit Splat - Math Game -
Sheppard Software Educational Games for 
kids

https://www.sheppardsoftware.com/math/early-math/odd-even-fruit-splat-game/


Maths – Predict!

Sometimes always never

Read the statement and fill in the blank with your prediction.

If you multiply an odd number by an even number you 
will end up with an even number.



Maths – Investigate!
- Choose an odd number and multiply it by an even number. 

You could use apparatus (stuff like pencils, counters, teddies) to help you 
work out the answer or you could draw your working in groups or an 
array.

- Is your answer odd or even?

- Repeat this process several times until you can prove your findings; Is it 
sometimes, always or never right that an odd number multiplied by an 
even number totals an even number?

- Was your prediction correct?



Now is when we would have lunch at school.
Enjoy a break from your learning before we do some topic work! 



Watch the YouTube clip about the 7 
continents and 5 oceans.

Can you list the 7 continents and 5 
Oceans?

Geography - recap

"Continents and Oceans" by ABCmouse.com 
- Bing video

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=ks1+continents+and+oceans+song&docid=607995442102469980&mid=AB6240FFDC7FE029B2DAAB6240FFDC7FE029B2DA&view=detail&FORM=VIRE


Geography 

Challenge; 

Can you find a 
fascinating fact out 
about each continent?

Label the 7 continents



Well done today Year 2s! 

Don’t forget to share your learning with us through email 
or class Dojo for your chance to earn some dojo points! 

We look forward to hearing from you and we will be 
back again with more learning tomorrow! 


